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Monkey app video chat

Thanks to video chat, staying in touch with friends, loved ones, and colleagues anywhere in the world has never been easier. Here's a look at five of the most popular applications that allow you to get a little face-time with your boss while you work from home, or say hello to a loved one
who's away on a business trip. On Thursday, we asked you to tell us which applications you turned to when you wanted real-time video chat. We did our own tests for the Battle of the Video Chat Applications, but just because we liked our winner doesn't mean that you did. You answered
the call, we collected the votes, and now we're back to highlight the top five apps you nominated. Microsoft just bought Skype. The future of the service is unclear. Even so, Skype is hardly the…Read moreSkype Regardless of the fact that the service was recently purchased by Microsoft,
Skype is clearly still one of the most popular video chat services available today. It's cross-platform, available for mobile devices, and it's easy to use. Plus, the fact that it's so commonly used makes it easy to get started. Still, complaints are rising about Skype: the influence Microsoft will
have, the rise of paid features, and application bloat have all made many of you wary enough to look for alternatives.Google Talk Google Talk is almost as ubiquitous as Skype, and since you essentially have access to it every time you check Gmail, many of you have already switched over
to it. It's also cross-platform, and Google just announced video for Google Talk on Android last month. Plus, many of you highlighted Google Talk's high performance on systems with varying specs, even low-end machines. Android: We've always had a few video chat options on Android, but
today Google launched its…Read moreiChat iChat is Apple's home-grown instant messaging client. The app has come a long way over the years, starting off as just an OS X native AIM client and eventually growing to support multiple chat networks and video and audio conferencing over
Apple's own Bonjour networks, AOL's network, and over Google Talk. iChat also supports screen sharing and application presentation. Even though it's only available for the Mac, it is included with OS X, making it the easiest option for Mac users to collaborate with one another, or chat with
friends on any platform.ooVoo ooVoo is free, supports Mac OS and Windows, mobile devices, and video calls among all of them. Also, the participants on your video call don't have to be ooVoo members if they don't want to sign up: they can join your video call via Web browser. You can
share documents, record video calls for posterity, share desktops, and collaborate on documents. Best of all, it's free – as long as you're only video chatting with three other people. Any more than that and you can pay per use, or per month, depending on the features you want.AIM/AV by
AIM Up until recently, AOL Instant Messenger didn't have its own video chat service. All that changed when AOL launched AV by AOL, a free video chat service for up to four people, all with no account or application required: all you need is a Web browser. Generate your video chat "room,"
send your friends the link, and they can join, free of charge. You can also log in to AIM and invite your friends to join to chat.Now that you've seen your favorites, it's time to vote on the winner. The honorable mention this week goes to CamFrog, which came pretty close to AV in nominations.
Camfrog offers free video chat rooms and live webcams, and allows you to broadcast to the masses or set up a room where you and others can video conference privately. The service even has rooms for the deaf, and mobile apps for video chat on the go. Depending on the success or
failure of the others, we'll likely hear more from Camfrog soon.Did we leave out your favorite service? Do you have a reason why everyone should vote for your favorite, forsaking all others? Let's hear it in the comments. Photo by Global X. You can follow Alan Henry, the author of this post,
on Twitter. The iPhone has a few video chatting options, but Skype tends to be the best thanks to its ability to work on virtually any connection to the internet, good picture quality, and ability to communicate with practically every other platform you can imagine.SkypePlatform: iPhone Price:
Free Download PageFeaturesMake video calls with other Skype members over Wi-Fi or 3GWorks with both front- and rear-facing camerasVideo calls are free (aside from the cost of internet access)Anti-shake feature stabilizes your video callsUse a Bluetooth headset for audioNote: These
are the features that pertain to video chat only. For a look at the full feature set, visit Skype's iPhone features page.Where It ExcelsSkype for iPhone is very simple, which is something the desktop app might want to consider. You choose the person you want to video chat with, press the
video icon, and the call begins. It's very straightforward and easy to use. The call quality is pretty good. It functions well over 3G. I managed to hold a video call for 10 miles in a car (someone else was driving) on AT&T's network, which would be impressive even for a standard voice call
considering their reputation. While Skype definitely does a better job with voice calls, its iPhone video chat works well and provides a good experience. It also lets you connect with practically any platform, making it possible to video chat with virtually anybody regardless of your
location.Where It Falls ShortSkype always comes with its quirks. Sometimes your video won't show up on the first try and you'll have to toggle between video and voice to get it to work. Sometimes calls won't connect right away. Usually everything works fine, but it's not a perfect experience.
If it weren't for the occasional bugs it probably would be pretty close. The primary thing it's really missing (and will never have) is the ability to video chat with other services, but hopefully we'll get that from Fring (see the competition section) in the future.The CompetitionFacetime is the
obvious competition for Skype, as it's Apple's built-in option. The problem is that it only works with other iOS and Mac users, plus it only works over Wi-Fi. While we found the video quality was sometimes marginally better with Facetime, it was nothing to write home about. That said,
Facetime is either part of your device or it isn't. Since there's nothing to install and you can use it as you please, it makes for a good alternative when needed. Just don't expect it to be a good full-time option (unless all your friends and family members only have newer iPhones and
Macs).Fring (Free) is actually a very good alternative to Skype. The video quality it provides is adaptive, meaning it'll shift upwards or downwards depending on what your connection can handle. It offers video calling over Wi-Fi and 3G. It's also provides plenty of other ways to communicate,
like voice-only and text, with several services instead of just one. If you could use it to video chat over Google or AIM it would definitely be the best. Currently, however, you're restricted to other Fring clients. This makes it a great option for chatting with other phones, but it leaves out people
on the desktop which limits your options a bit. That said, Fring is pretty great and definitely worth a look.Google+ (Free) is only a pseudo-alternative as you can't actually initiate any kind of video chat from the app itself. You can, however, join a hangout that someone else starts, so it
technically offers video chat. It's kind of strange you can't start your own hangout from the app, but perhaps that will change. While you're not going to want to consider this your full-time video chat application by any means, it's still good to know it can do it (especially since the app seems to
have no indicator of any hangout capabilities whatsoever).Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing directory of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of given categories. Considering Apple made video chat a popular thing, there are plenty of options on
Mac OS X. That said, we think Skype takes the high prize thanks to its consistently high quality picture, ease of use, and presence on the computers of geeks and grandparents alike. That said, what works best for you may vary. Depending on your connection and location, and the same of
those you're chatting with, certain apps may work better than others.SkypePlatform: Mac OS X (and Beyond!) Price: Free Download PageFeaturesVideo chat the same way you make free computer-to-computer callsVideo chat with groups of people or just one-on-oneShare your computer
screen with others (or let them share with you)Send files and text-based messages while you video chatAdaptive video quality helps to ensure you always get a picture regardless of your connection speedNote: These are the features that pertain to video calling only. You can view Skype's
full feature set here.Where It ExcelsWe've tested Mac video chat apps before and found Skype to be one of the worst performers, so you might be wondering what it's doing here. It's certainly not perfect, and has some annoying quirks (mentioned in the next section), but manages to make
due with whatever connection you and your video chatters have. The quality level is fairly consistent and it offers a smoother frame rate than most apps (assuming bandwidth is available). There are plenty of ways we could say it gets the job done adequately, and sometimes better than the
competition, but there are really two reasons why it's the best solution you've got: nearly everyone has a copy installed on their computer, regardless of how tech-savvy they are (or aren't), and it works almost regardless of how slow your connection may be.Personally, I have some remote
friends and family and do more video chatting than the average person. I've tried everything. When it comes to getting people to understand what to do to start a video call it's easier to use Skype. It's just less of a hassle and practically everyone has it installed. Google (Video) Chat worked
well on some days and not as well on others, and Apple's options couldn't adapt to slower connections. Skype also continues to work well consistently when chatting with friends overseas. While imperfect, it's been reliable for the heavy use I've given it for the past year. There's plenty of
improvement for the technology category on the whole, but I'm sticking with Skype because it currently gives me the fewest issues.Where It Falls ShortSkype for Mac is far from perfect. There are several glitches in the software. One I run into often, in particular, is the need to establish a
regular call before video mode can begin, rather than simply making a video call. Another example is how the application often refuses to be hidden using most methods (option-clicking outside of Skype works for me). Sometimes video freezes in the midst of a call as well, and you have to
turn it off and on again to get a proper stream working. In addition to various problems, Skype also updates for Windows long before it updates for Mac. If there's a particular feature your Windows buddies have you're probably not going to see it for another few months. There are several
other complaints about Skype that are unrelated to video chat, so we're going to leave them unsaid here, but it's an app that certainly comes with its annoyances. In our experience, however, it tends to be the most reliable and these annoyances win out over the other video chat options.The
CompetitionDespite being a web app, Google Video Chat performed the best in our previous tests. If you're a heavy Google user and most of your friends and family are on Gmail, it's a simple way to communicate. It doesn't have the feature set of other options, however, so it makes sense
to use as an alternative if that doesn't matter and the people with whom you want to communicate use it as well.Apple's iChat is pretty much the responsible party for making video chat popular, but it has always attempted to offer a high-quality stream even if your connection can't handle it.
If you're always chatting with people who have high-speed internet access and your connection is good as well, then it might be a good alternative. It certainly has the most elegant multi-person video chat and a great way to share files/videos/etc. You also get fun camera effects and
image/video backgrounds. It's really a great solution if your connection can handle it.Apple's Facetime is a great idea, in the sense you can video chat with anybody who owns and iPhone or has a Mac and an email address, but it just didn't pan out the way Apple may have hoped. While the
quality is pretty good and it is, in theory, easy to use, you can't video chat with absolutely anyone. On top of that, non-Lion users have to pay $1 to use the app. This was an incredibly stupid decision on Apple's part, not because $1 is a big deal but because it's a barrier to entry for the non-
tech savvy. Unless it shows up, freely, via a Software Update, you're probably not going to see your parents or grandparents downloading the app. So while Facetime is a nice, simple video chat application you can't really expect to use it to chat with too many people.Lifehacker's App
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